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The photographs were providential. For three days no
paper could be taken up which did not contain *om«
allusion, illustrated, to ' The Tragedy on a Buckingham-
shire estate '; ' German actor hangs himself *; ' The
drama at Lippinghall' ; * Tragic end of an experiment * ;
1 Right to Left: Mr. Michael Mont, Member for Mid-
Bucks ; Bergfeld, the German actor who hanged himself;
Mrs. Bergfeld.'	-{
 *	The Evening Sun ' wrote more in sorrow than in anger :
 *	The suicide of a German actor on Sir Lawrence Mont's
estate at Lippinghall has in it a touch of the grotesquely
moral.   The unfortunate man seems to have been one of
three " out-of-works " selected by the young Member for
Mid-Bucks, recently conspicuous for his speech on *' Fog-
gartism," for a practical experiment in that peculiar move-
en ent.    Why he should have chosen a German to assist the
English people to return to the Land is not perhaps very
clear;   but, largely speaking, the incident Illustrates the
utter unsuitability of all  amateur attempts  to solve this
problem, and the futility of pretending to deal with the
unemployment   crisis  while  we   still   tolerate  among  us
numbers of aliens who take the bread out of the mouths of
our  own  people/   The  same  issue  contained   a   short
leader entitled :   * The Alien in our Midst.*   The inquest
was well attended.    It was common knowledge that three
men and one woman lived in the hut,  and sensational
developments were expected.   A good deal of disappoint-
ment was felt that the evidence disclosed nothing at all of a
sexual character.
Fleur, with the eleventh baronet, returned to town
after it was over. Michael remained for the funeral—in
a Catholic cemetery some miles away. He walked with
Henry Boddick behind Mrs. Bergfeld. A little sleet was
drifting out of a sky the colour of the gravestones, aod

